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The first research topic is about waste management to reduce costs to provide a healthy environment for people. 

Investigating the topic and presenting it as the focus of the research was our interest in terms of minimization of the cost. 

During the research, there are a lot of topics related to that, many studies focused on different stages in waste management, 

the important one was the waste collection by utilizing artificial intelligence (AI). Before evaluating the reliability of 

ChatGPT's answers, it is necessary to provide a foundation for this sophisticated field management system [1] the history 

of solid waste management system first appeared in London in the late 18th century by Sir Edwin Chadwick.  

However, waste management consists of different stages including collection, transport, treatment, and disposal 

according to numerous studies [2]. In terms of verifying from latter statement, the diagnosis of the waste collection stage 

takes around in our mind, a complex field with a significant amount of historical context. This came during our diving into 

the heart of the study area and contacting many researchers, they have provided us with many references [3-6] it became 

clear, after reading and checking, that it focused on studying the cost reduction of waste transportation by employing 

artificial intelligence algorithms to search for the best paths in waste collection. Other studies focused on waste management 

concerning the collection of solid waste using traditional control as presented by [7][8]. Therefore, becomes a big challenge 

way of choosing the knowledge in a fast way. According to that, in November 2022, Programmer experts launched a 

qualitative breakthrough to obtain knowledge at breakneck speed via utilizing a strong tool to solve many application 

problems in life, this tool is called a ChatGPT-3. That is a short foray into the history of ChatGPT. Its popularity has grown 

rapidly, and it has become a useful tool that works alongside social media programs such as Instagram, the TikTok platform, 

and many others. Here, a significant question took around in the minds. Consequently, In February 2023, it boasts 100 

million monthly users, a landmark that took TikTok 9 months and Instagram 2.5 years to achieve. It is here to stay, and it 

is important to understand it. ChatGPT-3 is an open-source artificial intelligence technology that is understood as a large 
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language model. Despite the power of this tool, there were concerns about its reliability. At this moment, we, as a research 

team, relied on verifying the accuracy of ChatGPT responses by comparing them and ensuring their acceptability with the 

results of traditional research in addition to the waste management experts.  

First, we asked ChatGPT, to describe the history of waste management stages to us. It provided accurate 

information and that was correct. Second, it suggested some information by direct feedback about several types of waste, 

which were listed as liquid waste (sewage) some of them require specialized treatment. As well as dangerous waste 

(involving chemicals and toxins) that need special disposal procedures to avoid environmental contamination, but that 

information was not accurate enough, because it does not mention electrical waste and electronic equipment symbolizes it 

as E-waste (such as a personal computer, motherboards for many devices, micro-chips and more). Which greatly affects 

the destruction of the ecosystem because it contains radiation that is harmful to humans and corrupts the scene of cities [9]. 

It continued its discussion, citing that address the Waste Collection is a subtype of waste management. Although the 

information is correct, but needs further accuracy, For instance, waste collection has many classifications, according to a 

study carried out by [10] multiple depots for transferring the waste to transportation stations. Other studies confirmed the 

waste possible to transfer to multiple transportation stations and inhomogeneous vehicles under time windows for 

Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) [11]. Additional to the benefit of having read three books related to the same topic. Indeed, 

we were comfortable challenging ChatGPT, we asked " What is the path of improvement in waste management?" Its 

accurate summary as a unique key component of path improvement is route optimization for waste collection vehicles. 

Utilizing cutting-edge AI technology. ChatGPT offered a cohesive response that was concise and accurate. This tool's power 

is immense, and it is always being enhanced. In Mid-March 2023 saw the launch of ChatGPT-4, a revised version. 

It is also becoming more common; ChatGPT's corporation, OpenAI, made it feasible for developers to directly 

implement this technology into their mobile applications in early March 2023 [12-14]. 

Currently, ChatGPT's has become more popular in communities, such as for technical engineering students. They 

will be used safely to drive learning and answering technical challenges. This technology is already being incorporated into 

the mobile applications that all are used on daily life. As citizens of the engineering community, we can observe the special 

concern among our team members regarding a solution that would solve our engineering problem while keeping up with 

our fast-paced surroundings, regardless of the firm or job interest. The accuracy of ChatGPT’s responses, then, is of 

paramount importance. This specific conversation is an example of its efficiency but also its inaccuracy. We as engineers 

tend to be change-averse and reluctant to embrace new technology, but our engagement in such things is crucial. It is 

important to consider how internet resources such as UpToDate provide learners with accurate and trustworthy information 

that can be quickly accessed. Large language models, such as ChatGPT, provide a huge opportunity to make learning 

information even more efficient and accessible. As a result, we should drive this process in learning rather than going far 

away. 
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